Automatic station
for pay-to-park
facilities

PSC6000
“Easy” parking with the new
automatic pay station
The PCS6000 is the latest automatic
pay station designed to be integrated
into Came’s parking systems.
It takes coin, banknote and credit card
Payments, but it is also possible to use
transponder devices to easily manage
memberships.
Made of sturdy steel plating, it offers
top anti-effraction security.

The software
The multilingual
touch screen
an exclusive
service
NEW

It features quick, user-friendly interface, to easily manage payments with touch screen. The possibility of customisable configurations makes PSC6000 a functional and
exclusive paystation.
The service is completed by a “diagnosis through real
time sms” function. The administrator can therefore
check the status of the system.

    

The functions
> Multilingual menu
with a good 9 possible choices.
> Coin reader
It is programmable depending on
the type of coin used in the country
where it is installed.

Solid construction.
The cabinet is made of steel plate and treated against rusting and
painted with electro-static powder
varnish. The openings are protected
by two 4-point locks for maximum
security.

> Banknote reader
It is programmable depending on
the denomination of the banknotes
in the country where it is installed.
> Credit Card reader
VisaPED certified, with credit card
in full view.
> Notification during
payment operations
of reached missing and change
amounts.

Two different models.
PSC6000 is available upon request with
or without the credit card reader.

> GSM Diagnostics
with real time system status
checking mode.
> Possibility of interphone
connection
with HELP button in case of need.

Coin change.
The system can receive banknote, coin
and credit card payments. It can also
give change in coins, up to a predetermined maximum amount.

> Membership management
through cards, TAGs or transponder
keyfobs, which can all be
recharged directly at the register.
> Service Messaging space
on the monitor, for the client.
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Technical features
Type

PSC6000
IP54

Protection rating
Power

Operating temperature
Weight

230 A.C. 50-60Hz

(V)

(Kg)

(°C)

-20 ÷ +55
125

800
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Touch screen.
The station works thanks to a simple,
intuitive software, that is available on a
user-friendly touch screen. The client
can select the language among a
good 9 possible choices.

